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With the increase in urban complexity, plausible analytical and syn-

thetic models became highly valued as the way to decode and recon-

struct the organization that makes urban systems. What they lacked 

is a mechanism by which an analytical description of urban com-

plexity could be translated into a synthetic description. An attempt 

to define such a mechanism is presented in this paper, where 

knowledge is retrieved from the natural organization that cities settle 

into, and devised in a design model to support urban design at the 

problem definition stage. The model comprises two automated de-

sign modules, giving preference to street accessibility. The first 

module implements plausible spatial laws to generate street struc-

tures. The performance criteria of these structures are measured 

against accessibility scores and clustering patterns of street seg-

ments. In the second module, an Artificial Neural Networks model 

(ANNs) is trained on Barcelona’s data, outlining how street width, 

building height, block density and retail land use might be depend-

ent on street accessibility. The ANNs is tested on Manhattan’s data. 

The application of the two computational modules is explored at the 

problem definition stage of a design process in order to verify how 

far deterministic knowledge-based models are in the transition from 

the analysis of design problems to the synthesis of design solutions. 

Our findings suggest that the computational framework proposed 

could be instrumental at generating simplified representation of an 

urban grid, whilst being effective at forecasting form-related and 

functional attributes within a minimum resolution of 200 meters. It 

is finally concluded that as design progresses, knowledge-based 

models may serve as to minimize uncertainty about complex urban 

design problems. 
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Introduction 

Over the last decades, urban studies were witnessing a divide between 

the analytical sciences and the applied sciences of cities. Analytical sci-

ences embraced many attempts to decode urban complexity by means of 

explanatory models [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], and [6]. A complementary effort 

was made in applied urban sciences, where more emphasis was laid on as-

sumption-based simulation models on the scale of cities and regions [7], 

[8]. Any attempts to bridge the divide between the analytical and applied 

sciences of cities were faced by non-trivial challenges, perhaps for the very 

reason that backed critics against Alexander’s work [9]; that is the inherent 

distinction between analysis and synthesis. To bridge between analysis and 

synthesis, there needed to be some intuition into the type of mechanism re-

quired to convert an explanatory description of urban phenomena into a 

synthetic design approach. How far can these explanatory descriptions be 

used in reconstructing urban complexity is a question that needs further in-

vestigation in the realm of design and computation. In response to this 

question, this paper embraces an attempt to encode a synthetic description 

of the organization that couples street structures with form-function attrib-

utes of urban fabric. Learning from Barcelona, Manhattan, and London, a 

knowledge-based model is devised to aid urban design.  

In line with observed self-referential processes in street networks [10], 

and the premise that form-function attributes are dependent on the spatial 

accessibility of road infrastructure [2], [11], the model proposed here out-

lines a prioritized structure of design thinking, comprising two automated 

modules to enable the generation and evaluation of street networks, and 

the prediction of form-function attributes of urban structures. The method-

ological framework for the two design modules is explained in detail. The 

generative module is to utilize plausible rules and empirically-validated 

benchmarks for assessing the urbanity of the generated street structures. 

The forecasting module is to devise an artificial Neural Network model to 

forecast form-function features of the generated street structure. Both 

modules are then applied to generate simplified descriptions of an urban 

grid and predict its attributes. The application of these two modules serves 

as to explore the extent to which knowledge-based models might deter-

mine some features of an urban grid. 
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From analytical descriptions to design prescriptions 

Bridging the gap between complexity and design, significant contribu-

tions were made within the framework of urban modelling and simulations 

[12] and [13]. For the most part, research in these domains came short of 

high resolution structural descriptions of urban form. To adapt such de-

scriptions into the linear course of design, a comprehensive framework 

was required to decode, encode and reconstruct the architecture of cities. 

For the purpose of developing such a framework, there is a need to frame 

the problem definition of cities before tackling the problem of design.  

One of the first calls to define urban problems was that of Jane Jacobs 

[14], where she called for understanding cities as problems of organized 

complexity. Any translations of this understanding into quantitative de-

scriptions were subject to representation. In general, we could recognize 

two types of approaches; that of Space Syntax and that of complexity sci-

ence. Space Syntax is a theoretical framework that builds on a hypothetical 

relationship between street structures, natural movement and socioeco-

nomic processes [1], [2]. This theoretical proposition is debated in the con-

text of complexity science. Complexity scientists and geographers often 

questioned the overreliance on linear models used to describe urban rela-

tionships [15] and [16], whilst questioning the validity of two dimensional 

representations of urban phenomena [17]. This is in view of the argument 

that reductionist models that relied on simple causal relationships between 

two variables or more were not immune to erroneous Similar skepticism 

was posed against urban simulation models [13], mainly questioning the 

over-reliance on assumptions in simulation models, especially when no 

clear explanation was given on how a plausible knowledge about cities 

could inform design synthesis. With some exceptions [18] and [19], the 

majority of computational urban design models were not directly based on 

tangible knowledge about the mechanisms that drive growth and differen-

tiation in cities. Recently, there has been significant development on this 

front. Duarte et al. [20] have developed a computational urban design 

model called “City Induction”; which incorporated three sub-models; the 

first sub-model generated context-specific solutions based on the ontolo-

gies introduced in “Pattern Language” by Alexander et al. [21]. The sec-

ond sub-model was based on Stiny’s shape grammar and description of de-

signs [22], and was used to generate designs. The third sub-model was 

building on Hillier’s theory on space syntax [2] as an evaluative tool of ur-

ban design. There was no conceptualization, however, about how space 

syntax itself might be used to generate designs. 
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Attempts to inform urban design theory by virtue of empirical 

knowledge on spatiotemporal patterns of urban growth were more focused 

on the regional scale [23]. Methodologies varied depending on the compu-

tational models and the elementary seeds used in growth simulations. City 

blocks were often considered as the elementary components in these simu-

lations [24] and [25]. Despite early attempts to combine structural and 

shape descriptions [26], there was generally less emphasis on simulating 

street structures. Some studies implemented L-Systems in procedural mod-

els utilizing discursive rules of addition and subdivision in streets [27], 

whilst other studies used accessibility scores to assess street patterns gen-

erated by means of agent-based models [28]. These studies, however, 

made no reference to empirical data on historical urban growth [10].  

Forecasting models were also needed to cover a wide range of variables 

that represent urban complexity without looking at one or two variables in 

isolation of others. A modelling description of land use transformations in 

isolation of street infrastructure might pose serious challenges [29], partic-

ularly when measuring on a hypothetical dependency between street acces-

sibility and urban form and function [2], [11], [30], and [31]. Similarly a 

separation between urban blocks and street patterns [32], might be ques-

tionable if we consider block agglomerations as the inverted representation 

of street spaces [33]. In the same way, a separation between street width 

and spatial accessibility [34] needs to be reconsidered when regarding 

street width as the supply for the demands of street network accessibility 

[11]. Urban design models might also benefit from a more comprehensive 

account of the relationships that couple transformations on blocks and 

changes on land uses, land values and building height as well as street 

spacing [35]. In reviewing research in this domain, the questions that per-

sist are; how to simulate the growth of street structures in such a way as to 

build on temporal descriptions of urban transformations? And how to fore-

cast form-function attributes of cities in such a way as to build on empiri-

cal models of urban structures and their dependencies? 

A prioritised structure model for urban design 

In response to the challenges presented in previous sections, this paper 

presents an attempt to build a synthetic description of space syntax at the 

problem definition stage of urban design, using a scheme that prioritizes 

urban structures. Our proposed model is based on two design filters. The 

first was a more defined version of the “generic function” [2]; that is a 

street network that is derived from local rules to generate a permeable 
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street structure. The second filter was based on modelling the relationship 

between street accessibility and form-function variables (block density, 

street width, building height and land uses).   

Methods for decoding and mapping spatial variables 

In the next sections, we will briefly explain the methods developed in 

Space Syntax theory to measure spatial accessibility in streets. We will al-

so describe our mapping methodology that enabled the construction of 

empirical models for the purpose of forecasting. 

Network analysis of street spaces 

In syntactic analysis, street structures are represented by topological 

and topo-geometric network representations, namely; axial maps and seg-

ment maps. An axial map is a network representation of the longest and 

fewest lines of sight that cover all street spaces. The segment map is a bro-

ken description of the axial representation where each segment element be-

tween two street inter-junctions is considered as a “node” in a street net-

work, where intersections are considered to be links. In this network 

representation, nodes are spatially distributed and links are associated with 

a cost of turning from one street to the other [36]. Space Syntax research 

incorporates different measures of network distance; topological, metric 

and angular [37]. For the purpose of this paper, we were mostly concerned 

with angular depth and connectivity (degree) of street lines. Angular 

measures were proven to be powerful at capturing vehicular and pedestrian 

movement potentials as well as at highlighting catchment areas for active 

economic centers [38]. In segment analysis, integration (closeness) and 

choice (betweenness) measures can be used to capture the angular geomet-

ric properties of street networks. The angular network measures were not 

normalized until very recently [38], and are still under testing. 

Mapping and aggregation techniques 

In order to map street network measures against other continuous and 

ordinal variables, a special technique was developed for aggregating spa-

tial data in a separate layer; called the pixelmapper [39]. Using this meth-

od, indices of street accessibility and form-function attributes of urban are-

as were aggregated within square polygons (Figure 1). Larger polygons or 

cells imply that relationships were captured within a lower resolution. Data 

was binned in two overlapping polygon grid layers. The second polygon 

grid layer was shifted diagonally so that the end point of a polygon in the 
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second grid layer was placed on the center of a polygon in the first grid 

layer. The highest values of both layers were filtered in a third polygon 

layer with double the resolution of the previous two grid layers. We ap-

plied this method on Manhattan to capture the linear correlation coefficient 

between street accessibility (average NAIN per grid square, or total seg-

ment connectivity per grid square) and density of blocks, commercial land 

uses, high-rise development, and street width. We used different grid reso-

lutions (200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600 m). The analysis 

yields 1000 m as the ideal grid resolution for capturing the highest correla-

tions between street accessibility and form-function variables. It was rec-

ognized, however, that lower resolutions will increase the risk of error and 

will misrepresent the local properties of urban structure [40]. For this rea-

son, data was binned at both the (1000 m to 500 m), and (500 m to 250 m) 

resolution scales. 

  
Fig. 1 Binning data to correlate street accessibility to street width and density of blocks, re-

tail landuse and high-rise buildings. Different grid resolutions were used (200, 400, 600, 

800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600 m), of which 1000 m was proving to score higher correlations. 

The method implies; storing data and spatial configurations in two overlapping grid refer-

ence layers and selecting the highest values in a third higher-resolution reference layer.    
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A modelling framework for semi-automated urban design 

This paper will expand on the first two design filters through automat-

ing them in two separate modules; a generative one and a forecasting one. 

In the generative module, knowledge is utilized at two stages; during the 

implementation of the generative algorithm and at the evaluation stage. To 

simulate growth mechanisms, a set of spatial laws were applied to govern 

the length and angularity of street spaces. The generated outcome is then 

evaluated against certain spatial scores. 

For the forecasting module, a nonparametric Artificial Neural Networks 

(ANNs) model is devised. The model relies on empirical data that define 

the relationship between street structures and form-related and functional 

attributes, including; street width, building height, block density and land 

uses in Barcelona and Manhattan.  

A generative design module 

Early Space Syntax experiments [1] presented a generative pattern of 

organization on the local scale of an urban area. The approach was further 

developed by Coates [41]. As to reflect on the emergent nature of the re-

sultant grid structures and block alignments, Hillier [2] recognized the ten-

dency of longer lines to continue straight and shorter lines to be blocked 

forming near-right angles. By identifying that process as the “centrality 

and extension” rule he made the assumption that global patterns of urban 

structures are an emergent product of local rules. Whether a centrality and 

extension rule on its own can lead to the generation of city structures is 

something that needs to be questioned, provided evidence on different 

feedback mechanisms that govern urban growth behavior [10]. At this 

stage, it is difficult to rule out the sequence in which these laws generate 

urban structures. We therefore take their overall features as criteria for ur-

ban pattern recognition. 

Rules for generating street structures 

 

In the first design module, we generated a number of growth iterations 

for hypothetical urban structures using Hillier’s “centrality and extension” 

rules whilst allowing for a margin of randomness. Longer lines were en-

couraged to continue and intersect with other lines forming semi-

continuous patterns. Shorter lines were more likely to stop at the first line 

they intersected with forming near-right angles where possible. The pseu-

do code follows the following logic; 
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- Draw three lines starting from random points within the screen 

area and following random directions; 

- Divide each of these lines to 20 segments, and choose random-

ly one of the points of division as a seed for a new line; 

- For 2% of the cases, if the original line happened to be longer 

than 400, and the new generated line started close to one of the 

end points of the original line, direct the new line in an angle 

that is within (0, ±12.8) degrees range. 

- For another 2% of the cases, let the new line go in a direction 

that is within (0, ±42.8) degrees range. 

- If the original line is shorter than 400, for 52% of the cases let 

the new line go in a direction that is close to 90 degrees ±2.2                                          

The resultant structures presented varying syntactic properties. In order 

to recognize structural patterns that match those of cities we compared 

these iterations to real urban structures. 

Assessing the urbanity of the growth iterations 

To establish benchmarks for evaluating generative growth iterations, 

we compared the generated structures to a random structure and to Lon-

don’s street structure and an existing sample taken from Barcelona’s de-

formed grid. The random structure is regarded as hypothesis null; marking 

the lowest performance of a street structure. The hypothesis is that struc-

tures generated by virtue of Hillier’s simple rules will be more similar to 

real cities than to a random structure.  

Through conducting research on 50 US cities, research by Bin Jiang 

confirmed that connectivity (degree) of street networks follows a power-

law distribution [42]. This was also observed in the historical growth of 

Barcelona, which revealed preferential attachment dynamics [1]. This ob-

servation is used here to evaluate the structures of the generated iterations.  

From Table 1, it is clear that the correlation coefficient of power-law dis-

tributions is not a strong discriminator of real street networks compared to 

random networks. Iterations 3 and 1 presented closer values of correlation 

coefficient to both London and `Barcelona, but these values were also 

close to a random network. When measuring on the parameters of power-

law distributions; a and k, the distinctions between random and urban sys-

tems became more visible. The values of a yielded iteration 4 as the clos-

est iteration to Barcelona’s deformed grid, whilst iteration 3 came second. 

The values of k yielded iteration 1 as the closest iteration to Barcelona and 

London, and again iteration 3 came second.  

As established in [43], in a grid that presents a differentiated structure 

integration values tend to follow lognormal distribution. The distribution 
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differs from that of random networks in that it shows a higher degree of 

skewness (asymmetry). On aggregate, the closeness centrality of a random 

network will be characterized by a normal distribution with minimal 

skewness. This constitutes the second benchmark for evaluating the urban-

ity of generative structures. The lognormal distribution can be evaluated 

through measuring the goodness-of-fit D representing the distance between 

the cumulative distribution and a cumulative fraction plot for the data 

sample. The goodness-of-fit is measured by running the empirical distribu-

tion function KSL test [44]. Skewness is also added as an indicator to the 

degree of asymmetry in the structure as a whole in comparison with a ran-

dom structure.  

Measuring on the cumulative structural properties of depth in the net-

work, aggregate integration values did not seem to fit very well to a 

lognormal distribution compared to the randomised map and Barcelona. 

Barcelona’s structure prevailed over a randomised map in its fitness to a 

lognormal distribution, and it showed higher degree of skewness.  

Judging on KSL test, iteration 3 presented a better fit with lognormal 

distribution as well as a differentiated structure (Skewness=-1.46).  

Given that distributions do not interpret structural properties, another 

criterion is added to compare the relationship between axial connectivity 

and axial integration as a measure of intelligibility. Urban systems exhibit 

relatively high intelligibility between the local and global axial structures 

[45]. 

Considering intelligibility as a measure of the part-whole structural uni-

ty, the structure of iteration 3 was found to be more intelligible compared 

to other iterations. Yet, it is difficult to foresee how intelligibility might act 

as a law for recognising the urbanity of street structures, since our observa-

tions indicate that random networks are more intelligible than both Barce-

lona’s grid, and London’s street network. It is worth mentioning here that 

intelligibility is largely influenced by the system’s size. To verify these re-

sults, we may need to use different rules and seeds for the randomised 

networks.  

Considering these findings, iteration 3 prevailed as it presented an op-

timum foreground structure that conserved physical distance and angular 

turn costs. It also presented a higher level of structural differentiation that 

made a better match with real cities. On aggregate, angular depth values in 

iteration 3 followed a lognormal distribution. The structure of iteration 3 

was also more intelligible than other structures. Despite the relative suc-

cess of iteration 3, it failed to be fully compatible with real urban struc-

tures. Additionally, it was difficult to identify an optimum performance for 

the growth iterations, a performance that might fully comply with how ur-

ban structures are configured in real cities. However, for the purpose of 
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our experiment; we proceeded by applying the ANNs model on iteration 3 

to further define the design features of the generated structure.  

Table 1 Evaluating the four growth iterations against the spatial properties of Barcelona 

and a randomly generated structure. The generative code is written in Processing (Java). 

Spatial Structures are analysed using UCL Depthmap [46].   

 Itera-

tion 1 

Itera-

tion 2 

Itera-

tion 3 

Iteration 
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R2 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.926 0.865 0.832 0.87 

a 130.2 178.0 179.2 249.5 234.62 1251.7 1505.7 

k -0.7 -0.72 -0.71 -0.73 -0.61 -0.579 -1 
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KSL 0.09 0.15 0.088 0.1 0.035  0.04 

Skew-

ness 

-1.32 -1.15 -1.46 -1.5 0.28  -0.18 

Intelligibility (R2) 0.12 0.13 0.17 0.1 0.33 0.061 0.56 

A city-to-city learning approach  

In this section, a supervised machine learning model will be applied us-

ing a soft computing technique based on ANNs. The use of ANNs in mod-

eling would enable empirical encoding of data on space, form and func-

tion. The ANNs allow for minimizing assumptions about the input and 

output data distribution and the type of data used, whether continuous, cat-

egorical, or binary. They are particularly useful in cases where complexity 

in the system relationships and imprecision in observations are issues that 

threaten the credibility of simpler models. ANNs are also fault tolerant to-

wards redundant information coding, where there are hidden relationships 

between spatial measures or between socioeconomic variables.  

ANNs consist of layers and neurons that simulate human learning. The 

training of ANNs can help storing embedded functions that are then used 

to categorize information and provide projections given new situations. 

With such functionality, ANNs can be used to answer what if questions 

and generalize complex relationships on presumably similar situations to 

the situation used in the training. ANNs are used in many fields; including 

medical sciences, engineering, A.I. and many others. They are also known 
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to be successful in the nonlinear mapping and modeling in geography and 

planning [47]. The downside in using ANNs is in the difficulty to describe 

the relationship between the input variables and the output variables. All 

the training takes place within a black box. Neural Networks comprise a 

large class of different model architectures. Traditionally, ANNs are used 

to classify a set of observations. In most cases, the issue is in approximat-

ing a static nonlinear, mapping (x) with a neural network (x)NN, where 

xR
K
. The ANNs model to be used in training space and form-function 

data in this section will consist of three layers, the input, output and a layer 

with hidden nodes in-between. The different layers are encoded in the mul-

tilayer-perceptron (MLP) model1 [48] illustrated in (Fig. 2). Three hidden 

nodes are considered in the middle layer, where activation functions that 

store weights and biases are embedded. The ANNs model will be fully 

connected and will use a feed-forward mechanism. The network is fully 

connected since the output from each input and hidden neuron is distribut-

ed to all of the neurons in the following layer. The Feed forward mecha-

nism of the model entails that the values would only move in the forward 

direction from input to hidden to output layers; so that no values are fed 

backwards to input or hidden layers. Due to the limited number of inputs 

(3) and outputs (4) and a fair amount of redundancy (correlation) between 

two spatial measures in the input layer, we chose simple network architec-

ture for the model.  
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Fig. 2 An ANNs model applied to Barcelona and Manhattan, considering normalized spa-

tial measures of choice, integration and connectivity as factors and form-function attributes 

as responses. 

 

The ANNs is fitted using standard nonlinear Least-Squares Regression 

methods. The inputs xn, n = 1,…, n to the neuron in the hidden layer are 

multiplied by weights wni and summed up together with the constant bias 

term Qi. The resulting ni is the input to the activation function y. The acti-

vation function used here is the hyperbolic tangent function which is a 

                                                      
1 MLP consists of multiple layers of simple, two state, sigmoid processing 

nodes/neurons that interact using weighted connections. 
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sigmoid function. It transforms values to be between -1 and 1, and is the 

centered and scaled version of the logistic function. The hyperbolic tangent 

function is:  

(x)   =   
tanh(x)   = 

𝑒2𝑥−1

𝑒2𝑥+1
  (1) 

Where x is a linear combination of the X variables.  

The output of node i is then defined as the following; 

y i =  (∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑘𝑥𝐽+ 𝑄𝑖 
𝑘

𝑖=1
) (2) 

To explore the application of ANNs in urban design, we encoded em-

pirical data from Barcelona, and tested the model against data from Man-

hattan. Geometric measures of street network configurations were used as 

inputs. The output was a combination of Form attributes (building height 

and density, street width), and functional (overall commercial zoning).  

The ANNs were trained and validated against Barcelona’s. In instruc-

tive training, the error information was propagated backwards through the 

network using a backward propagation algorithm. The algorithm iterative-

ly minimizes an error function over the network outputs and desired out-

puts [49]; [50]. We used the KFold method to validate the operative mech-

anism of the model by recursively selecting one subset out of five. The 

subset that best validated the model was then chosen. The validation 

helped detecting if the model overfits the data.  

For the input layer, we used normalised choice [Segment length 

weighted] (NACHslw), normalised integration (NAIN) and aggregate con-

nectivity per 1000 square unit (Connectivity1000). All indices were com-

puted using Depthmap [46]. NACHslw is an angular measure of graph be-

tweenness that is normalised and weighted by street segment length [36]. 

NAIN is a normalised and angular-weighted measure of graph’s closeness 

[38]. Connectivity is equivalent to degree in graph theory. It is here aggre-

gated per 1000metre square unit. Both NACHslw and NAIN were calcu-

lated for the whole system (radius n). Before using the continuous varia-

bles as input in the ANNs model, we normalised their values using a 

lognormal probability function to fit in the range [0, 1]. The dependent re-

sponses were a mix of continuous variables running in regression mode 

(Block density per 1000 metric square) and ordinal variables running in 

machine mode (commercial activity, street width above 30 meters, high 

rise above 35 meters). The positive presence of the ordinal response varia-

bles was marked as 1 and the negative presence is 0. 

The performance of ANNs on Barcelona was evaluated using a Linear 

Regression for block density. Both accuracy and AUC measures were 

applied to evaluate the predictive power of the ANNs running in machine 

mode. For accuracy, we calculated the rate of classified scores against to-
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tal scores from the confusion matrix2. The Receiver Operating Characteris-

tic (ROC) curve plotted the true positive rate (sensitivity)3 on the vertical 

axis and false positive rate (specificity)4 on the horizontal axis. For ROC, 

we calculated the area under the ROC curves (AUC). We then observed 

the cross-validated estimates of accuracy and AUC. In addition, the Root 

Mean Square Error (RMSE) between vaildated and training data was 

examined to check for overfitting.  

Training Artificial Neural Networks on Barcelona’s data 

Measuring on accuracy and AUC, the ANNs were successfully fitted 

between the input (indices of accessibility) and the output  (form-function) 

data. The difference in Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between trained 

and validated data was minimal (0.01, 0.03, 0.01 for ordinal variables) 

showing no signs of overfitting. The AUC recorded values above 0.8, 0.81, 

0.79 in predicting High-rise development, Commercial activity and Street 

width respectively (Figure 3). Measures of accuracy were recording 0.71, 

0.82, 0.74 for classifying the presence of High-rise buildings, Commercial 

activity and Street width respectively. The correlation between actual and 

predicted block density was also high R
2
=0.61. The evaluation rates 

indicated that spatial accessibility can classify the positive/negative 

presence of ordinal responses and correspond to block density.  

                                                      
2 Accuracy can be calculated from the contingency table as follows; 

 ((True Positives) + (True Negatives)) / ((True Positives) + (True Negatives) + (False Posi-

tives) + (False Negatives)) 

3 Sensitivity= True Positives / ((True Positives) + (False Negatives)) 

4 Specificity= False Positives / ((False Positives) + (True Negatives)) 
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Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) for ordinal responses 

   
Commercial activity Street width High-rise above 35m 

— 0           — 1 

Area 0.81 0.79 0.80 

Accuracy 0.82 0.74 0.71 

Actual by predicted plot for continuous response 

 

R2 = 0.61 

Block density per 1000metric square      

Fig. 3 ROC and scattergram plots evaluating the performance of the Neural Networks on 

Barcelona’s data. Spatial configurations were used as factors. Form-related and functional 

attributes were considered as responses 

Testing the Artificial Neural Network model on Manhattan 

In this section, ANNs was tested against Manhattan’s indices of acces-

sibility. The three indices of accessibility were devised again as independ-

ent factors (explanatory). The input spatial data was scaled into the range 

[0 , 1] for both Barcelona and Manhattan [51]. This scaling made these 

variables compatible with the sigmoid activation function. For this reason, 

we normalized indices of accessibility using a lognormal probability dis-

tribution to fall within the range [0 , 1]. The lognormal distribution func-

tion was chosen because it fits well with the distribution of the three indi-

ces [44]. For evaluation, we used the correlation coefficient R
2 

to plot 

block density predictions against actual block density in Manhattan, and 

we used contingency tables to calculate the ratio of successful scores5 

against misses6 and false alarms7.  

                                                      
5 Successful scores are where there is an agreement between predicted change and true 

change 

6 Misses are where there are no change predicted but change actually occurred 

7 False alarms are where there is change predicted but no change actually occurred 
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The comparison (Figure 4) showed correspondence in Manhattan. The 

mosaic and scattergram plots in table 3 showed how response variables 

correspond to predicted likelihoods. The matching scores between actual 

data and predicted responses are significant (0.64, 0.74) for commercial 

activity and street width, but less so for high rise detection. The R
2
 value 

showed a correlation of 0.52 between actual and predicted block density.  

Contingency tables for actual parameters by predicted ordinal responses 

   

Commercial activity Street width High-rise above 35m 

Matching rate8 0.65 0.74 0.51 

Actual Block count in Manhattan by predicted continuous responses 

 

R2 = 0.52 

Block density per 1000metric square      

Fig. 4 Different contingency and scattergram plots elucidating how Manhattan’s data corre-

sponds to predictions enabled by ANNs that was initially trained on Barcelona’s data.  

Forecasting form-function attributes for a hypothetical grid 

The validation and testing qualified the ANNs model to be used in 

forecasting form-function variables for a given spatial structure. This time, 

the pixelmapper method was used to define the approximate features of the 

urban space. The attributes of the solution space were then defined within 

that resolution level (Figure 5). The street width response was estimated 

directly from the NACHslw values and further informed by the ANNs pre-

                                                      
8 The rate of true positive and true negative to all scores. 
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dictions. The rest of the estimated attributes were fully automated assum-

ing a full correspondence between the spatial measures of the winning iter-

ation (iteration 3) and the response variables. The automation was subject 

to the accuracy of the ANNs model and the scale of representation. Scale 

might be identified as the metric resolution of the square units in the pix-

elmapper grid. To produce a smooth representation of the target spaces, 

positive values (1) for ordinal responses were replaced by their corre-

spondent probabilities. Further elaborations on how the pixelated target 

spaces for the response variables might be translated into 3D descriptions 

of design solutions was explored in [52].  
Block density     High-rises      Commercial zones   Street width   

   
 

 
Higher values of each measure 

 

Routes with high choice 

values signifying higher 

demand for wider 

streets 

Fig. 5 Responses for form-function estimated by applying the trained and validated ANNs 

model. The spatial network measures of iteration 3 were used as factors in the ANNs.  

Conclusions  

The design approach presented here builds and extends on a theoretical 

urban design model that prioritises the structure of street networks in gen-

erating and predicting other features of urban form and function [39], [52], 

[53]. The theoretical urban design model; namely the prioritised-structure 

model involved different levels of design filtering starting from the univer-

sal; that is a permeable street structure, to define the variables that are 

thought to be dependent upon street accessibility, based on the assumption 

that street accessibility has a preference in defining the demand for high 

rise development, wider streets, dense urban fabric and retail land uses. To 

encode all these variables we used ANNs.  

The design experiment presented in this paper comprised two automat-

ed modules. As part of the first module, a generative algorithm was im-

plemented. Four growth iterations were evaluated and compared to a ran-

dom system and a section of Barcelona’s grid structure. The evaluation 
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helped selecting a growth iteration that successfully reproduced the spatial 

properties witnessed in real cities. The generative process was fully auto-

mated. Yet, the evaluation revealed few shortcomings that were either re-

lated to the inadequacy of certain measures or to the directional growth 

mechanisms implemented. Some shortcomings stemmed out of the diffi-

culty to automate a recognition system for certain spatial measures, partic-

ularly those related to the definition of street clusters, which might be rec-

ognised through spectral analysis [54].  

In the forecasting module, ANNs were devised to encode the different 

topological and geometric measures of street configurations as factors and 

the different form-function attributes of urban fabric as responses. The 

model was trained, validated on empirical data from Barcelona, and then 

tested against data from Manhattan. Data was mapped using an aggrega-

tion technique called the pixelmapper. The method was introduced in [39], 

although similar methods were explored in GIS [55]. The pixelmapper 

technique helped binning different types of spatial, binary and continuous 

data into pixelated square units; hence it was possible to look for invariant 

relationships in-between different variables within the metric limits of each 

pixel. Accordingly, a system-based design model was devised using the 

ANNs activation functions that defined a nonlinear relationship between 

street network measures and data on form-function in Barcelona. When 

applied to Manhattan’s data, the applicability of ANNs was returned posi-

tive. This finding yields with the possibility of applying the functionality 

of the model on predicting form-function attributes for hypothetical grid 

structures, hence as a tool to aid urban design. There might be issues, 

though, that has to do with the computational cost of training ANNs on big 

data, which might limit the applicability of our proposed model on the re-

gional scale. This effect was trivial in our study, since the largest set of da-

ta used in the training was 44093 street segments. 

The work presented here encompasses a plausible model to support ur-

ban design at the problem definition stage. For a more comprehensive ac-

count of the variables that shape urban form, the model needs to be incor-

porated as part of a broader synthetic model description, considering 

environmental parameters, and qualitative properties of the urban envi-

ronment. We only accounted here for variables that might be estimated 

from street network geometric and topological configurations, where street 

space acts as a proxy of other urban features. In Space Syntax [2], the af-

fordances of street networks for movement were thought to shape the eco-

nomic development in cities. This notion was recently recalled in urban 

morphology [56]. Hence, spatial accessibility is likely to have a preferen-

tial role in urban design. Up to this date, space syntax description as an 

evaluation tool in urban design [57], [20]. In our approach, however, we 
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emphasize that the direct adaptation of analyses into design applications 

would help supporting design and policy-making practices with empirical 

evidence through the use of plausible computational models. 
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